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● Background: a single and homogeneous description of globalization - based on the Global North. 

● Aim: questions the current narrative of globalization.

● Focus: Epistemological Inequality.

    - The essence of epistemological inequality; 

    - The Mechanism of epistemological inequality in defining the Global;

    - The decolonization task of globalization theory: the epistemology of the Global South;
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 Knowledge Production: Monopoly

   ● Global knowledge production is universal and homogeneous;

       - Why?  Economy; Colonial history;

   ● The participation of indigenous knowledge / local forms of knowledge has been eliminated;

       - The harm of recognition privileges to indigenous people;

       - UN SDGs: who is eligible to participate in decision-making?

       - Mapuches: no chance to enter academia (Tuhiwai, 1999); 

   ● Eurocentrism as the essence of modern knowledge;

       - “...defines the local or deleted version of history as global” (Bhambra, 2007); 

       - The Haitian Revolution: was ignored;   

   

 The essence of epistemological inequality



Knowledge Production: Recolonization

   ● Knowledge serves the interests of global capitalism in a new way;   

   ● University Education

      - The global market has a profound impact on Global Universities;

      - University Capitalism: universities are transforming into capitalist enterprises (Santos, 2019); 

      - Knowledge production is gradually transferred to institutions outside the University;

   ● Policy-making

      - More and more global consulting companies have penetrated into the national / local policy world. 

      - In India: Close interaction between national ministries and international consulting groups;

      - Weakens the state's ability and willingness to solve social issues (inequality, poverty...);

The essence of epistemological inequality



 ● The Global

      - The perceived trends in the Global North are reconstructed into the essence of the 'Global'.

      - Such a trend builds on a previous concept: talk of a metropolitan society.

      - Defining global society through the transmission of narratives of the attributes of the three global Norths 

in other parts of the world (Connell, 2007).

 ● A postcolonial phenomenology

      - A generative concept, which belongs to a part of knowledge proposition or meaning;

      - The formation mechanism of the expression of "Global Challenges" / "Global Crisis";

      - Social crisis is the result of our decision or choice (Gordon, 2006);

      - Global crisis reflects the saturation of the social world due to the closure of its own institutions;

The mechanism of epistemological inequality in defining the Global



The decolonization task of Globalization Theory 

  ● Why?

      - The current globalization theory: the Global North-limited and “sharing the same knowledge strategy”;

      - The realistic situation: we are facing modern problems, but there are no modern solutions;

  ● How?

     - Promote a dialogue with the work of scholars from the Gobal South;

     - Global and transnational phenomena from an epistemological and ontological 'other' perspective;

     - Building knowledge about globalisation from 'below';



The decolonization task of Globalization Theory 

  The epistemologies of the Global South

   ● The Global South: people living under "global governance without global government" (López, 2017);

   ● The epistemologies of the Global South

       - Focus on silent knowledge or knowledge that is perceived to be non-existent.

       - Opposition to the three main forms of domination: capitalism, colonialism and patriarchy.

   ● Why? 

      - A sign of global discontent: the promised benefits of globalization have not been realized;

      - "...a sense of powerlessness among local actors, a sense of the futility of resistance." (Sassen, 1998)

      - Provides a more effective analytical direction for globalization theory;
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